AVR101: High Endurance EEPROM Storage

Features
• Circular Buffer in EEPROM
• RESET Protection of EEPROM Buffer
• Increased Endurance of EEPROM Storage

Introduction
Having a system that regularly writes parameters to the EEPROM can wear out the EEPROM, since it is only guaranteed to endure 100 k erase/write cycles. Writing the parameters to a circular buffer in EEPROM where each of the elements in the buffer can endure 100 k erase/write cycles can circumvent this. However, if the system is exposed to RESET conditions, such as power failures, the system needs to be able to identify the correct position in the circular buffer again. This document describes how to make safe high endurance parameter storage in EEPROM.

Theory of Operation
By having a circular buffer (O-buffer) in EEPROM it is possible to increase the number of times that a parameter can be stored in EEPROM. If the buffer has two levels the number of times that the parameter can be stored is twice the endurance of one single EEPROM cell: 200 k erase/writes. By using this approach it is possible to increase the number of times a parameter can be stored by increasing the O-buffer size. In other word, the idea is to distribute the storage of the parameter over several EEPROM locations to achieve increased parameter storage endurance. When using the O-buffer approach the parameter storage endurance equal the number of memory locations used in the O-buffer times the endurance of a single EEPROM location.

All O-buffers need a pointer to the last location written. To be able to recover the position of the pointer, e.g., after power loss, a second O-buffer can be used. The secondary O-buffer should not hold the specific address, but just a “sign” showing the state of the Parameter Buffer. By making the two O-buffers similar in size and by letting their relative buffer pointers operate in parallel it is possible to identify the last used location in the parameter O-buffer. Figure 1 illustrates an eight level O-buffers.
When writing to the Parameter Buffer the Status Buffer is also updated: The Buffer Pointer points to the same element in both the Parameter Buffer and the Status Buffer. The value of the Status Buffer element equivalent to the last element written to in the Parameter Buffer is increased by 1, also when wrapping from the end to the beginning of the buffer. After a RESET it is then possible to look through the Status Buffer, finding the last Status Buffer element changed by finding the location where the difference between a buffer element and the next buffer element is bigger than 1.

Note that it is important to initialise the EEPROM memory of the Status Buffers before it is used the first time. If this is not done it may not be possible to find the correct location of the last used buffer element. The problem will only occur if a RESET condition occurs before the O-buffer has completed a full “tour” round the circle. The best solution to make sure that the buffer has been initialised is to erase/program it along with the erase/programming of the Flash Memory.

One should be aware that this method of providing additional endurance for the parameter storage is memory hungry. One way of reducing this is to re-use the Status O-buffer for multiple parameters. This requires that all parameters are stored at the same time, so that all buffers are operated in parallel.

**Code Example**

The code example was developed using IAR EWAVR 2.26C and the ATmega16 as target device.

The code example consists of 4 functions: findCurrentEepromAddr(), which identifies where in the Parameter Buffer to continue after RESET; EeReadBuffer(), which reads the parameter from the buffer; EeWriteBuffer(), which stores the parameter in the Parameter Buffer. Finally, there is a main function, which illustrates how to use the other function.

The functions are described by flow charts below. The main function is not described as flow chart.
Figure 2. Find Current EEPROM Address

- Find Current EEPROM address
- \( \text{addr} = \text{Status Buffer start address} \)
- \( \text{StatusBuf}[\text{addr}] = \text{StatusBuf}[\text{addr}+1]+1 \)
- \( \text{addr} = \text{addr} - \text{buffer size} - 1 \)
- \( \text{addr} = \text{n} + 1 \)
- Return addr

Figure 3. EEPROM Read Buffer

- EEPROM read Buffer
- \( \text{EEWE bit cleaned?} \)
- Yes
- Copy EEPROM address to EEAR
- Initiate EEPROM read
- Return EEPROM value
Figure 4. EEPROM Write Buffer

- EEPROM write buffer
- Increment Buffer Address
- Store parameter in buffer
- Increment and store Status Buffer Value
- Return